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SCENE CITY SPORTS 
Chuck 0 and MC Lyte 
educating about the 
First Amendment 
County Commissioners 
split on election issues 
Wildcats gear 
up for Battle 
FREE, 
Take One 
Clare Jensen/Observer 
Above: One child among many walk 
through the com maze at the Harvest 
Festival. Right: The leaves in 
Ellensburg are slowly changing as 
winter comes this way. 
by Heather Elliott 
Staff reporter 
The signs of fall are showing up all around 
Ellensburg, but especially at Dusty's nursery, 
housed in a 101-year-old farm house on Kittitas 
Highway. On Saturday afternoon there was no 
space to spare on this four-acre farm . 
"I liked petting the goats and looking at the 
pumpkins," 6-year-old Amber Koss said. 
Each child had their own favorite part of the 
Harvest Festival. 
As country music played in the background, 
the corn maze, pumpkin patch, petting zoo and 
pony rides kept children and adults entertained. 
"I like the corn maze .. it's fun because you don't 
know where you are going," said 10-year-old Ben 
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Chavez. 
Nursery manager Erin Leland said owners 
Sharon and Dustin Brunson are proud to host an 
event on their property that provides a safe and fun 
environment for children and keeps the communi-
ty involved. 
"There were 750 kids last year, and it is very 
steady this year," Sharon Brunson said. 
The food bank in particular benefits from the 
harvest fest, as the er.itrance cost includes one food 
donation and 75 cents per child, which goes 
directly to the local food bank. Sharon Brunson 
said that about 1,200 pounds of food was collect-
ed from last year's harvest fest1 and that residents 
were very generous with cash donations as well. 
Sharon Brunson's main goal for having the 
ev.ent is to give children something to look forward 
to, and the harvest fest also serves as a good transi-
tion from summer to fall, Leland said. 
Harvest Festival would not be possible withgut 
the many volunteers who donated their time to 
make this a memorable occasion for the children. 
Some of the volunteers included Len Sherrard 
and Carol Troy who volunteered to paint faces, 
Barb Pettit and the Hard 2 Beat 4H concessions, 
Dan Shaw brought the petting zoo, which includ-
ed ducks, chickens and goats. The ponies were 
provided by the Corbitts family. 
"It gets bigger and better each year because we 
are more organized," said an ·employee of the 
nursery, Tammy Waddington. "We know what 
works and what doesn't work." 
Many elementary and preschools from around 
the area have visited the farm, including the chi I-
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dren from Early Childhood Learning Center at Cen-
tral Washington University. 
"More groups have come out this year than the 
last two years," Brunson said. 
She has even had people from Seattle calling 
her to set up appointments to see the farm. 
Both Brunson and Leland said that they started 
shopping in August for their upcoming Holiday 
Open House Nov. 3 - 5. Pictures with Santa will 
take place from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., Dec. 2, at 
Dusty's Nursery. Professional packages will be 
provided and all proceeds go to the American 
Cancer Society. This event will be sponsored by 
Team Hope and Dusty's Nursery. 
For more information about Dusty's farm house 
and nursery, visit the Web site at www.localhar-
vest.org/farms/M4690. 
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Free speech gets 
hot, ends in punch 
by Maggie Schmidt 
·staff reporter 
Last Thursday, Central Washington 
University was visited by Jeremy Son-
nier and Robert Breud from the Open 
Air Proe:laimers, a Reformist church 
from Metairie, La. The two entertained 
and aggravated students with their signs 
and preaching, just outside the Student 
Union and Recreation Center (SURC). 
While Sonnier preached his word, 
students stood up to preach their own in 
rebuttal. Other students also took a 
stance by making their own signs and 
standing quietly. -
liked that the demonstration got people 
talking. 
The event ended with officers step-
ping into the crowd to separate two stu-
dents. 
The Central Police report said when 
officer Andrew Bayne "approached the 
crowd," he saw a young man fall to the 
ground. . 
In the report, witnesses said that a 
gentleman was spitting on or near the 
demonstrators. 
John Shaw, freshman undeclared, 
approached and asked him to stop. The 
male, who was spitting, said he could 
spit on anyone he wanted. Shaw made 
the dare to spit on him. He spit and 
Shaw responded. 
Photos by Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Members of the Open Air Proclaimers came to campus and expressed their opinions on a number of subjects, 
Breud lyrically entertained the stu-
dents with his guitar playing and 
singing. "It's not okay to be gay. It's not 
okay to be a homo," Breud said. 
Tyler Pendergrass, junior unde-
clared, said he had a tough time dealing 
with their messages; Sonnier was scar-
ing people away instead of bringing 
them to Christ. Pendergrass said that he 
"I don't regret it. But I don't think 
that maybe I should have hit him. I let 
my anger get the best of me. But I think 
it was justified," Shaw said. including homosexuality and abortion. Tyler Pendergrass, junior undeclared, points to a sign held by activist 
Jeremy Sonier and speaks against the demonstration held last Thursday. Several Centr.al students gathered 
outside the Student Union .and Recreation Center, some writing their own signs in response to the Proclaimers. 
No charges were pressed toward 
either person and both were allowed to 
leave. 
Two dav event offers glimpse into iustice svstem 
by Hallie Luginsland 
Staff reporter 
An opportunity to find out what 
happens in Washington State's Supreme 
Court ·might be closer than students 
think. 
Each year the Supreme Court jus-
tices ask two universities to host real 
court hearings with the hope of further 
educating students about Washington's 
legal system. 
One of the nine justices for Wash-
ington, Tom Chambers, made a surpris-
ing phone call to the president's office. 
He suggested that Central Washington 
University be one of the two chosen 
schools to host the court hearings. 
"We're very excited and honored 
that they should choose our campus," 
said Marian Lien, an event planner who 
works for the president's office. 
Lien believes this event is something 
the whole community can be excited 
about. 
The two-day event started yesterday 
around noon . 
The justices attended a brown bag 
luncheon at Holmes dining hall from 
noon to 1 :30 p.m. 
To attract more students to the 
event, the Student Affairs office spon-
sored a free lunch for 50 Central stu-
dents. 
At the luncheon, students were 
encouraged to sit down with the jus-
tices and engage in open conversation. 
~The idea is to have a conversation," 
Earn your Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT) degree in just 31 months 
(including summers) from Azusa Pacific University, and gain a 
solid, generalist perspective of patient care. All you need is a 
bachelor's degree in biology, physical education, applied health, 
or a related field. 
THIS PROGRAM: 
• Prepares you for entry level positions in orthopedics; neurology, 
cardiopulmonary, clinical electrophysiology, pediatrics, 
geriatrics, and sports. 
• Qualifies you for leadership positions in hospitals, 
private Clinics, sports clinics, rehabilitation centers, 
pain clinics, government agencies, home and community 
healthcare programs, and research projects. 
• Enables yo,u to join one of the fastest growing sectors in healthcare . 
Dt+11- (800) TALK-APU 
C!ll@l"9 www.apu.edu/request/grad 
IH@• graduatecenter@apu.edu 
•a , __ 
AZUSA PACIFIC 
UNIVERSITY 
901 E. Alosta.Ave.• PO Box, 7000 • .Azu.:;a, CA 91702-7000 
1006 
said Lien. "They 
are there to 
answer any ques-
tions· the students 
might have." 
· Shortly after 
the luncheon, the 
justices' sched-
uled an open 
forum question 
and answer peri-
od. The event was 
open to al I stu-
dents interested. 
"I think it's a 
great opportunity 
for students to 
interact wjth a 
real-life Supreme 
Ross Wal ette /Observer 
Justice Tom Chambers met Wednesday with students at a brown bag luncheon in Holmes 
dining hall. Students had the opportunity to talk with the justices on a variety of topics. 
Court Justice on a face-to-face level," 
said Matt Manweiler, political science 
professor. 
Today, the real action is taking 
place. From 9 a.m. to noon the justices 
will hear two cases argued in the Stu-
dent Union and Recreation Center ball-
room, and a final case from 1 :30 p.m . 
to 3 p.m. During each hearing there will 
be time for questions from the audi-
ence. 
"It offers a safe environment for stu-
dents to share concerns and ideas, 
A.t P lann~d Parenthood, \VC "re here fr) r 
you with high-quality. persona1 care at an 
affordable cost - for check-ups, birth control. 
including emergency contraception. tcs1i ng and treatment 
for sexually transmitted infections, pregnancy testing, and 
more. 
Planned Parenthood 
rlf Cen!f,.d \ \ ,bhinr;lon 
3 12 North Pi nc• EJ!ensbm g 
L\U< TO tS IN CONFI DENCT 
\V I fl! CU!\F !DINCF 
\V\VW.ppfa.org/ccntral wa 
which is important in today's society," 
said Jeff Rosenberry, ASCWU-BOD vice 
president for student life and facilities. 
Each hearing is open to the local 
community, students and faculty. There 
is no fee to attend and visitors may 
come and go as they please. 
----•a&lll ,~t\ ttO~~~ 
CHUCKE l 
MCLYTE: 
"RAP, RACE, 
RACE l R.EAL~TY" 
7 p.m. October 19, 
SUREC Theater 
Admission is free 
www.cwu.edu/-firstamendmentf 
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Meet vour administrator: Grant tundinu keens 
onnortunitv alive President Mclntvre gives illsiuht to dailv routine, past thoughts and future visions. 
by Britt Huston 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University Pres-
ident Jerilyn Mcintyre gives students a 
glimpse into her daily routine and what 
it means to be in her position. 
"One reason mine is an interesting 
job is because I don't have the ·same 
schedule every day," Mcintyre said."lt's 
definitely not a 9-5." 
Mcintyre said she sometimes feels 
like she's doing more paperwork than 
anything. 
Mcintyre has been Central's presi-
dent since 2000. She moved here with 
her husband, David Smith, after serving 
as vice president for academic affairs at 
the University of Utah. 
She describes her job by saying she 
is the chief executive officer of the uni-
versity. 
Mcintyre serves on a variety of com-
mittees, including the President's Advi-
sory Council and Board ofTrustees. 
"I am expected to offer a vision for 
the ur:iiversity and a direction for its 
future," she said. 
While providing vision, Mcintyre 
said she best helps students by being an 
advocate on the university's behalf. This 
advocacy ranges from policy changes 
or finandal support with the legislature 
and with other agencies. 
Mcintyre said that while she is not 
the first person students would 
approach to resolve issues, she does 
enjoy the time she spends with them on 
campus. 
Last winter she taught Communica-
Jerilyn Mcintyre 
University President 
tion Ethics in the Communication 
department. 
Mcintyre isn't teaching this quarter, 
but said that she and her husband 
attends as many campus and sporting 
events as her schedule will allow 
The inagural Battle in Seattie in 
2003 stands out as one of her favorite 
memories-as president. 
"I remember being at the first Battle 
in Seattle four years ago ... to see the 
look on the faces of the football players 
and the students in the band," Mcintyre 
said. "They were so excited to be play-
ing in Quest Field." 
Not every day can be great though. 
Mcintyre also described one of her 
worst days as president. 
"My first fall here in 2000, I was sit-
ting in a cabinet meeting and learned 
that our full-time enrollment was 600 
students short of the projected number. 
"I am expected 
to offer a vision 
for the university 
and a direction 
-for its future" 
I knew what that meant for budget 
cuts," she said. 
Since 2000, enrollment at Central 
has hit record highs with about 9,500 
full-time students in Ellensburg and 
University Centers across the state. 
"I want the students to know that my 
administration and I try very hard to 
maintain an accessible, open presiden-
cy." 
While many students won't meet the 
president directly, Mcintyre said, 11 Feel 
free to say 'Hi' to me if you see me 
walking on campus--especially if I am 
wearing red." 
Every quarter the president and her 
cabinet have a "Fireside Chat" to which 
students come and ask questions on any 
aspect of what's going on at Central. 
The next fireside will be held Nov. 
27 in the SURC pit at 8 p.m. 
TOTAL 
EXPERIENCE 
by Chelsea Evans 
Staff reporter 
Central's CAMP, College Assistance 
Migrant Program, has recejved funding 
to continue helping migrant students for 
another five years. 
CAMP is a grant funded to provide 
a $1,000 scholarship and a $1,025 
stipend to those students who qualify. 
Since 1972, this project has been 
assisting children of migrant workers. It 
provides an incentive to attend the first 
year of college. Another five year cycle 
of the CAMP grant will start next year to 
help maintain the number of migrant 
students who already attend Central. 
President Jerilyn Mcintyre noted in 
a press release that Central has the high-
est success in Washington with its 
CAMP program. 
"Ninety-one percent of students 
who enrolled in CWU's CAMP program 
as freshmen in 2005 returned for their 
sophomore year" Mcintyre said. "This is 
well above the national average for all 
students, regardless of their demograph-
ic characteristics." 
According to Miriam Bocchetti, 
retention counselor for CAMP, Central's 
success can be attributed to the well-
organized program. 
"We connect the students to the dif-
ferent programs of Central and we 
encourage them to be a part of it," Boc-
chetti said. 
In the CAMP program, all recipients 
are requir~d to attend study hall for up 
to four hours a week, and must go to all 
special speakers and workshop~. Recip-
ients must turn in weekly progress 
reports to .receive their $1,025 stipends. 
These stipends are broken up into nine 
different checks students receive upon 
turning in their progress reports. 
Qualifications include permanent 
residency, financial aid status and have 
·family involyed in seasonal agricultural 
work. 
Those who qualify for the grant can-
not hold year-round jobs. Workers must 
work for a specific agricultural season 
and personally come in contact with 
the actual agricultural product. 
Whether they pick or package, their 
work must be hands-on. 
CAMP started five years ago when 
the centra! area of Washington had the 
highest number of migrant workers in 
the state. 
At that time, the number of migrant 
children receiving a college education 
was very low. Bocchetti noted that most 
people think of "migrant" students as 
only of Latino ethnicity and says that 
this perception is far from true. 
"We have broadened the landscape 
of Central's diversity. Our program is 
made up of Anglo, African-American, 
and Latino migrants, and we are proud 
to be a part of that," Bocchetti said. 
Mateo Arteaga, the director of 
HEP, CAMP and the EEOC Center, over-
sees the program, and looks for addi-
tional funding. · 
"All the staff who are involved with 
CAMP makes this program possible," 
Arteaga said. "The ideal candidate has 
to have a drive in higher education. 
Someone who wants to be a teacher or 
make a difference that is what we look 
for." 
Friday, November 3 
8 p.m. • Doors @ 7 
Student Union Ballroom 
$22 CWU STUDENTS W/ID 
$35 GENERAL ADMISSION 
$45 RESERVED 
GOSPEL CHOIR BRUNCH 
Sunday, November 5 . 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Persons of disability may make arrange-
ments for reasonable accommodation 
by calling 509-963-1691 or (for hearing 
impaired) TDD 509-963-2143. 
11 a.m. • .Student Union Ballroom 
$15 CWU STUDENTS W/ ID, $25 GENERAL ADMISSION 
TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED IN ADVAN"CE· AA/EEOffitle IX Institution. 
BUT WAIT! TUESDAY, OCT. 31 Halloween SK Costume Run Pull-up and Wall Sit Wellington's Wild Night SATURDAY, NOV. 4 
THERE'S MORE! Wildcat Shop Costume Contest ln.dividual: 6 p.m.rream: 7 p.m. Competitions Begins 4:30 p.m., SURC patio Jake Bergevin and the 
SUNDAY, OCT. 29 
8 a.m.-5 P·~·· Wildcat Shop Register at Recreation Center 4-7 p.m., Recreation Center Bands, food, prizes Javatown Swing Orchestra 
Opening Festivities Ghoulish Dessert Buffet Classic Film Series: Psycho THURSDAY, NOV. 2 Mr. & Ms. Central 
9 p.m., SU Ballroom 
6 p.m., SURC 4:30-7 p.m. 7 p.m., SU Theatre Full Court Dunk Ball Night 8 p.m., SU Ballroom RHA Homecoming Dance: 
MONDAY, OCT. 30 
Holmes Dining Room 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1 
6-10 p.m., 4 leagues, Prizes! 
FRIDAY. NOV. ·3 Hollywood Stars Register at Recreation Center 9 p.m.-midnight 
Bench Press Competition Boo Central Wildcat Shop Fashion Show Jansport Backpack SU137A&B 
4-7 p.m., Recreation Center 5-7 p.m., Student Union 12:30 p.m., Wildcat Shop Candy Guess, Wildcat Shop 
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Central transit lacks tunds tor earlv runs 
by Marqise Allen 
Staff reporter 
At the moment, Central Transit's 
hours are restricted to 2 p.m. to 12 a.m. 
on most days. This makes it difficult for 
students, especially those living off-
campus, to use it for transportation to 
classes in the morni.ng. 
"We don't have the funding right 
now to increase the hours," said Kevin 
Higgins, CWU police captain and 
operations commander. "We're search-
ing for grants and other sources to help 
with funding." · 
Central Transit's funding comes from 
a few sources, mostly frqm the Central 
Transit fee built into student's tuition. 
The rest comes from donations from 
Elmview and HopeSource. Each of 
these companies try to provide assis-
tance to the community, with Elmview 
focusing on the elderly and disabled, 
· and HopeSource assisting everyone in 
need. Elmview provided the busses and 
HopeSource donated additional money 
to help pay for Central Transit. 
Higgins said he is confident there 
will be more funding and that the hours 
will expand. But the number of board-
ings have to match or exceed last year's 
total of 24,000 boardings. 
"This year is going to be a huge year 
for a demonstration," Higgins said. "We 
have to prove ourselves first, and once 
we have the proof, we can get more 
corporate sponsorship." 
Higgins is eager to see Central Tran-
sit have a big year, with more than 
30,000 boardings. Central Transit is on 
track for that goal I, already logging 600 
boardings within the first few weeks of 
school. 
If Central Transit continues to be this 
·effective, the hours will most likely 
expand ·at the beginning of the next 
academic year. 
"We're hoping in .the fall of 2007 to 
expand the hours, and in the mornings 
bring more customers to campus," Hig-
You've had a chance to think about your priorities. To define 
what matters to you. Now, you need a plan to get there. Let us 
show you how a master of science in taxation from Golden Gate 
University can make a difference in your career-and your life. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION 
• · Obtain this degree in as little as one year, in a 
combination of in-person and online classes 
• GGU will personally advise and design a degree-
completion plan for you 
• Complete one additional year of credits towa.rds 
the CPA examination requirements 
• A year from now, you could be in a tax internsh.ip or a 
full-time job 
Attend an open house to learn more: 
Oct. 26, 4-6 pm and Nov. 14, 4-6 pm 
We offer flexible evenir.ig, weekend and on line classes. 
Classes start in January, May and September. 
Visit us at www.ggu.edu or call 206-622-9996 for a free 
perso.nal advising appointment. 
GGU Seattle, Joshua Green Building, 1425 4th Ave., Suite 404, Seattle 
BUSINESS I LAW I TAXATION I TECHNOLOGY 
.GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY 
Get there. 
Laurel Ebenal!Observer 
Central Transit offers a number of drop off locations around the city. It 
gives students the opprotunity to get groceries or to go see a movie. 
gins said. 
There is always room for improve-
ment, but Associated Students of Cen-
tral Washington University president, 
Jadon Berry, is pleased with the pro-
gram's progress in only its second year 
When must 
wisdom teeth go? 
Ity~~~i;)~iiv~ head.I th~;t 
tooth will iihvays 
ext:rcict~B .. event 
beHeve ·it; Tb.At'fi. like 
as1>irio ~tto prdvdnt a 
beaducht). , 
If wisdom teeth ho.Ye follY 
of operation. He said he is very positive 
about the future of the program. 
"I think it's a great program," Berry 
said. "In the next five or six years, it can 
be ohe of the best programs in the state 
to fit our needs." 
erupted aiid then$ a.:re no prob". Susan Savage, RDH, BSDH 
foms,, they should, of eo1Jrne, be 
left alohe. 'l'be qucst;frm of 
extnietion most often arises whoo 
they arc impacted, ~hat fa, hi 
position wh&r¢. they e~nmot er-u 
_ prope1'1y. •:~n . a .•.. case 9 
impnctip.r;, 'w 
toot · 
Mountain View 
Dental Center 
Quality, concerned care for the e11tire family 
John Sau.age~ DMD 
Su~an Sau-age, RDH, BSDH 
• ·TOOTH WHITENING 
· ·ORAL-SURGERY 
• .COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
~NITROUS OXIDE AVAILABLE 
•, CLEANINGS 
962-2755 
708 E. MTN VIEW, ELLENSBURG 
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
I 
I . 
Welcoming Leslie to our team 
and celebrating. ou.r newest services 
50% OFF 
Full Set of Nails 
Acrylic Rei!ular •••• $55 
Gel Rei!ular ••••••••• $60 
300 N. Pearl Suite 203 Please Call for an al>POintment 
· Expires: 11-15-08 Ellensburs. WA 98926 509- 925·6556 ~iii1fililiPPflilliiPPfliiliirfoy..j~ifiltllillilflFY"lll • ..JllJiil'1li • ..JliJ'F'lll • ..JllllJiil'1li • ..JllllJ¥'tl • ..JllllJ9.il\i...Llf4I-._ • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • - • .J 
Committee 
kicks on vear, 
goes tor more-
public image 
by Frank Stanley 
Asst. News editor 
The Services and Activities (S&A) fee 
committ:ee held their first meeting of the 
academic year with a new approach: 
get to know the groups they're giving 
the funds to. 
The brief meeting, held last Wednes-
day in the Student Union and Recre-
ation Center board room, began with 
the introduction of new and returning 
members. The outlining and description 
of the allocation process was discussed 
as well as the selection of a new com-
mittee chair in second year member 
and senior history major David 
Reynolds. It ended with a new pro-
posed goal for each of the members. 
"One concern we have every year is 
needing to know the groups we help," 
said Jack Baker, assistant to the vice 
president of student affairs and enroll-
ment management and the S&A fee 
committee's adviser. "We want to make 
sure that we get out there and be more 
public." 
The first steps to follow with this 
,,program were presented by Kathryn 
Ruth, Associated Students of Central 
Washington University Board of Direc-
tors executive vice president and sec-
ond year member of the S&A fee com-
mittee. The committee, with assistance 
from the ASCWU/BOD, held a commit-
tee social yesterday in the BOD <?ffice 
where the groups hoping to request 
funds this year could meet members of 
the committee on a more personal lev-
el. 
"We wanted to make sure they 
could meet 11s early so when they come 
with their proposals, we do have an 
idea of who they are," Baker said. 
Members of the committee select 
groups and conduct interviews with 
some of the members, offering knowl-
edge similar to the social, but on a more 
candid level. Committee members 
return to the next meeting and are going 
to report their results. 
One of the aims for this year's com-
mittee was to have a diverse group of 
students on the board, a group that can 
represent the whole of Central's student 
body. · 
"[This committee] is definitely a 
g~od representation of the Central's stu-
dents," Ruth said. "This is a very diverse 
group of students, and a good makeup 
for the committee." 
The meetings are held ·at 5 p.m. 
every Wednesday in the SURC board 
room. All meetings are open to students 
and faculty. 
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News from around the Ellensburg community 
Countv candidates set tor general election 
Hubbard targets urban 
growth as priority issue 
by Beth McGuffin 
Staff reporter 
Urban growth has been a major point of contention 
for Kittitas County residents in the last few years and 
Democratic county commissioner candidate Dale 
Hubbard is taking it on as his key campaign issue. 
"The issues that need to be addressed are: growth, 
public safety, attracting business and family wage jobs," 
Hubbard said. 
The lifelong Kittitas County resident feels agriculture 
has taken a back seat to growth. He is afraid that cur-
rent growth patterns will affect events like the Kittitas 
County Fair, the Rodeo and programs like 4-H. 
"l really want to favor the locals when it comes to 
growth," Hubbard said. 
Hubbard has heavily opposed opponent Mark 
McClain's plan to attack methamphetamine use in Kitti-
tas County. While Hubbard isn't denying the presence 
of a meth problem, he doesn't believe the county cur-
rently has the resources to deal with the issue. 
"The County Commissioner decides how funding is 
dispersed to the Justice Public Safety programs," said 
Hubbard. "And right now we need to give them the cor-
rect tools and let them make the decisions, it's not for 
us to decide." 
Friends of Hubbard have said that his roots in the 
community will make him an ideal commissioner. 
"One of the main reasons I'm voting for Dale is 
because he is a man of integrity/' said former Ellensburg 
Mayor Mollie Edson. "Dale is just an Ellensburg resi-
dent and I think he'll do a good job." 
Dale Hubbard 
Photos by Clare Jensen/Observer 
Mark McClain 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Dale Hubbard and Mark McClain will face off in the Nov. 7 general election for 
the position of Kittitas County Commissioner, District 3. The seat is currently held by Perry Huston, 
who lost the race for Kittitas County Sheriff to Sean Hil/emann during the September primary. 
Grant helps locals, police, 
target underage drinkers 
Money going 
toward more 
cops on patrol 
by Katie Murdoch 
Staff reporter 
The Underage Drinking Grant is a 
collaborative effort between campus 
and community to fight underage drink-
ing in -Ellensburg. The grant includes 
funding the increased numbers of 
police enforcement brought into Ellens-
burg. 
Underage drinking in Ellensburg 
begins at a young age. 
"It starts in the high school and the 
middle school," Jessika Roe, program 
manager of Underage Drinking Laws 
and Substance Abuse Prevention pro-
grams said. '11t's not just a university 
problem, it's a community problem," 
Roe said. 
Roe graduated from Central in 2000 
and works for Kittitas County Commu-
nity Networks (KCCN). 
"If you have a college party, you'll 
have high school students there/' Roe 
said. ''It's a lot of overlap." 
According to Healthy Youth Survey 
(HYS) in 2004, 18 percent of sixth 
graders and 35 percent of eighth 
graders think it's easy to obtain alcohol 
when they want. Sixty four percent of 
tenth graders and 79 percent of twelfth 
graders feel the same. 
Central students are vulnerable to 
the underage drinking problem in 
Ellensburg. 
"Central students are a very visible 
population and are perceived as the 
problem," said Melanie Hopkins, direc-
Ross Wal/ette/Observer 
Central police officer Jennifer Rogers demonstrates a breathalyzer test 
on Jeremey McCann, junior aviation management major, in Hitchcock. 
tor of Kittitas County Community Net-
works and Driving Under the Influence 
(DUI) task force coordinator. "Enforce-
ment is a big part of this grant. You can't 
do it with just one piece. It won't be a 
long term effect to'r"ards change." 
Hopkins and her colleagues are 
working with the campus and commu-
nity to see if the community's percep-
tion is true. 
"It's a combined effort," Hopkins 
said. "We're all working together to 
make an impact." 
Also working toward this goal is the 
Ellensburg Police Departmerit. 
"We believe in education before 
enforcement," Capt. Ross Green said. 
The Underage- Drinking Grant is in 
response to more DUI fatalities, Green 
said, and people saying the police have 
to do something about it. 
In 2004, there were 70 DUI arrests 
among 18-to-21-year-olds in Kittitas 
County according to KCCN. 
Part of the grant is aimed at increas-
ing the police presence in Ellensburg 
, during the first five weekends of the 
school year. 
"They patrol here too much," junior 
business administration major Tyler 
Anderson said. "You're supposed to feel 
independent, but you have Central 
police on [you] all the time." 
The grant is intended to be in effect 
for awhile. 
"Once the five weeks is done, it's 
not the end of it,11 Hopkins said. 
Although the grant means the num-
ber of authorities will increase in the 
future, their presence won't be adver-
.tised as openly as it is now. A Recre-
ation Vehicle equipped with three 
see DRINKING, page 6 
McClain aims to wipe 
out meth use in county 
by Beth McGuffin 
Staff reporter 
Mark McClain, Republican candidate for county 
commissioner, said that a drug epidemic in Kittitas 
County is the focus of his campaign. 
Methamphetamine use relates to the crime in the 
valley, McClain said, which affects students return-. 
ing to school. 
"The decision a county commissioner makes 
directly affects Central students." McClain said. 
He added that Central students make up a large 
portion of crime victims in Kittitas County. 
When students return to school there are general-
ly more robberies and car thefts. The majority of these 
criminal acts are committed by people on drugs, said 
McClain . • 
Methamphetamine use has been specifically to 
crimes such as mail theft and identity theft. 
Urban growth in the valley has been a concern of 
McClain's as well, but he said that other communities 
should be explored in their approaches to land use 
and economic development. 
Matthew Manwel ler, chair of Kittitas County 
Republicans and a political science professor at Cen-
tral has endorsed McClain throughout his run for 
commissioner. 
"Both candidates are good people, and both per-
sonal friends of mine," Manweiler said. "But Mark 
McClain has more experience, which is a bigger asset 
to the success of his ~ampaign, and makes him a bet-
ter candidate for the Kittitas County Commissioner . 
position." 
·DRINKING:Charges .again·st 
, / youth drinkers could affect careers 
continued from page 5 
portable Blood Alcohol Content tests 
for underage students caught drinking 
will be placed on campus. · 
"If we didn't get anybody, we'd be 
- happy," Green said. 
Targeting liquor stores, bars and tav-
erns is also part of the attempts at 
decreasing the occurrence of alcohol 
provided to minors. 
"Comp I iance checks are when the 
Liquor Control Board goes on premises 
and makes sure they're not serving to 
minors," Roe said. 
The checks are performed discreetly. 
"If people pass compliance checks, 
they pass out certificates confirr!l ing 
they're doing their job well," Roe said. 
Most I iquor store, bar and tavern 
employees and owners don't realize 
they were tested until they receive a 
certificate. 
"It's a way to say 'thank you' and 
good job," Hopkins said. "We highlight 
those retailers that do pass their compli-
ance checks on a regular basis." 
Minors can volunteer to do "shoul-
der taps" which involves an underage 
person asking someone of legal age to 
buy them alcohol. 
"High school students go to college 
students and underclassmen go to 
upperclassmen," Roe said. 
According to the HYS in 2004, thirty 
percent of high school students sur-
veyed said they had purchased alcohol 
from a store or supplied money to 
someone of legal age to buy alcohol for 
them. 
Supplying alcohol to a minor is a 
criminal. offense. Ellensburg prosecutors 
are pushing to serve those who provide 
alcohol to minors with the possibility of 
jail time. 
The goal is to trace the chain back to 
the individual who originally purchased 
the alcohol. 
"There's a potential for less severe 
penalty if they provide the name of who 
provided the alcohol," Harrison said. 
Many students refuse to disclose the 
names of their friends when police offi-
cers ask who provided the alcohol 
while writing MIP citations. Knowing 
who supplied the alcohol saves time 
and resources. 
Minors rarely realize the potential 
impact their actions, including being 
written up a Minor jn Possession (MIP) 
citation, can have on their future. In 
2004, according to WASPC and WSP 
reports, 286 MIP citations were issued 
in Kittitas County. 
"If they get an MIP it could affect 
them not just academically, but it could 
potentially affect their career," Lynne 
Harrison, coordinator of Campus-Com-
munity Coalition said. 
Law and justice and education pro-
grams do background checks on their 
applicants, and if a citation is discov-
ered future careers could be jeopard-
ized. 
"It's mbre than a slap on the wrist," 
Harrison said. 
Alcohol-related citations can also 
threaten a career in the military. 
Hopkins said she knew a male stu-
dent who had applied to join the mili-
tary with an MIP citation on his record. 
Both the Navy and Air Force rejected 
his application due to the infraction. 
Violations committed off-campus 
funnel their way on-campus, as well, 
affecting students' on-campus records. 
If an infraction is committed on or 
off-campus, the information ends up in 
Student Affairs at Central and the stu-
dent's parents may be called depending 
on the details of the violation, Harrison 
said: 
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Minors can be charged with driving under th~ influence even if their 
blood-alcohol content is below the defmed legal limit of .08 percent. 
·Ellensburg Police briefs 
Bomb threat closes school 
Morgan Middle School was shut 
down Monday due to a bomb threat. 
According to press release by 
Ellensburg Police Capt. Ross Green, a 
note was found on a locker that indi-
cated that a bomb was at the school. 
· Everyone was evacuated from the 
school at 1 :45 p.m. and surrounding 
streets were cordoned off. 
The U.S. Army bomb disposal 
uriit and two explosive detection 
dogs from the Kittitas County Sheriff's 
Department were requested to go 
though the building. At 6:30 p.m., 
the building was deemed safe. 
According to the press release, 
the incident caused a huge drain on 
local law enforcement resources. 
Officials are requesting that any-
one who knows more about this inci-
dent to come forward. 
Man faces felonv charge 
The Ellensbur~ city attorney's 
office said they expect a Central 
Washington University student to be 
charged with an unspecified felony 
stemming from an Oct. 8 break-in. 
Twenty one-year-old Victor Valle 
was arrested by Ellensburg Police the 
following day on charges of first-
degree burglary and indecent liber-
ties with a female victim. 
According to a press release from 
Capt. Green, Valle climbed a tree to 
gain access to the victim's apartment 
through a second-story window. 
County prosecutor's had not been 
notified of the felony at press time. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. 
PINION 
Monday the week of publication, 
must be less than 300 words, include 
your name and phone number and be 
E-mailed to the Observer. Only one 
letter a month will be accepted from 
an individual. 
Patrick Lewis 
Copy desk chz:ef 
Having never had a gun pointed at 
me, I can't speak to the horror students 
across the country must be going 
through as we read about and watch 
the rash of school shootings over the 
last several weeks. I can't even begin to 
the fathom the terror as a parent or edu-
cator. 
So why does it seem like little is 
being done? 
Even here, where students come to 
the small community of Ellensburg to 
learn how to become educators, or 
police officers, or researchers, we've 
had problems. We come to Ellensburg 
in part to get away of the problems of 
larger cities, a portion of which is vio-
lence. 
While the area has its fair share of 
drinking and drug use, violent crime 
isn't at the front of our minds. I'm not 
talking about two guys getting into a 
fight at the bars, but someone bringing 
a knife or gun to class and using them 
on their peers. 
During the last several weeks Kitti-
tas County has experienced a string of 
school-related violence. Starting with 
the stabbing of a Central student in 
Ellensburg, the events culminated in 
the lockdown of Morgan Middle School 
Monday. 
connection. 
Equally frightening is a repercussion 
of the violence debate that might have 
flown under the radar. Some teachers 
in Salt Lake City are now undergoing 
training to be allowed to carry guns into 
the classroom .. How is this acceptable? 
We as a people are trying to make the 
statement that school violence is not 
justifiable. By allowing teachers to have 
(ALERT) program. It trains National 
Guardsmen to deal with these situa-
tions. Officers on scene at Platt Canyon 
reportedly used these tactics to isolate 
the gunman, preventing further death, 
according to KXAN television. That 
same program just received a multi-mil-
lion dollar grant in Texas to be 
researched and further implemented. 
OBSERVANCE Nationally, the past several weeks have been exceptionally 
dangerous for the students of 
this co'untry. In the span of only School violence needs to be 
The major .problem with reducing 
school violence is that the imple-
mented methods are primarily 
reactionary. We can begin to deal 
with the problem once it starts, 
but we never seem to be able to 
curtail the action in the first a few days students were killed 
in both a large public high 
school in Colorado and an 
Amish school in Pennsylvania. 
There is never a clear understanding 
of why students choose to murder their 
peers, educators or ·administrators. 
There is never adequate healing for the 
parents and friends. As soon as one 
incident starts to fade from memory, 
another equally disturbing one takes it 
place. 
Then there are the ones forever 
etched in our memory. Columbine is a 
constant reminder of the potential dan-
gers of students today. While there may 
have not been anything more than a 
direct connection to Columbine than 
location, the Platt Canyon High shoot-
ings instantly were paired to Columbine 
by the media. That coverage opened the 
wounds for everyone who's been a vic-
tim of school violence, regardless of 
prevented not shot 
guns in the room we are admitting that 
there is no solution to the problem. 
Every time a child brings a gun to 
school, or makes a bomb-threat we 
immediately look for something to 
blame. Death metal, video games and 
music are always the first mediums to 
which advocates direct their fire. 
Politicians Uoe Lieberman) and 
lawyers UackThompson) make their liv-
ings off what they say is turning our kids 
into killers. Talk radio and newspapers 
carry the story until all the emotion has 
been rung out completely until it no 
longer warrants airtime and column 
inches. 
Something that at least needs to be 
looked into is the Advanced Law 
Enforcement Rapid Response Training 
place. The prevention methods 
legislators and administrators do 
come up with work marginally, or 
are never implement-ed. 
Instead, we as a nation grapple with 
the idea of why. How could someone 
do that to their peers? That deba!e 
should be left alone, for there never is a 
good r_eason, it just places blame. 
If we even want to scratch the sur-
face of the problem, legislators and 
lawmakers have to throw their weight 
into changing students' mindsets so 
shooting someone never springs up as 
an option in their minds. They should 
be riding the waves of outcry to change, 
not elected positions. Schools are sup-
posed to be a safe learning environ-
ment, not survival training. 
Patrick Lewis is the copy desk chief 
on the Observer, and can be reached at 
LewisP@cwu.edu. 
Courtesv and accountabilitv 
annlv to students and racultv 
Allison White . 
Online editor 
After attending Nadine Strossen's 
lecture about the First Amendment on 
Wednesday, Oct. 11, I realized once 
again that many students on campus 
aren't really interested in learning and 
they only do what their professors tell 
them to do. I realized that professors 
should be clearer in their expectations 
of students. I use "again" because I 
have written about this topic before 
(Observer Nov. 10 and Dec. 1, 2005). 
During Strossen's lecture, many stu-
dents were disengaged from learning. 
Instead of listening to what Strossen 
had to say students chose to sleep, text 
or play games on their cell phones, 
read or continuously check their watch-
es to see if the hour of so-called torture 
was over yet. 
Unfortunately for them, they were 
not exercising any of their First Amend" 
ment rights, but had they been paying 
attention, they might've seen a way to 
connect their actions to the ideas pre-
sented. 
Perhaps the worst display of behav-
ior came when some students chose to 
leave in the middle of Strossen's lecture, 
which lasted about an hour and a half. 
While those students had a right to 
leave, they should have exercised com-
mon courtesy and waited unti I Strossen 
was finished, instead of being rude and 
disrupting the audience's attention. The 
students who left don't seem to under-
stand that their departure is a distrac-
tion and has historically been perceived 
as a silent act of protest. 
I understand that some people 
might not have enjoyed what Strossen 
had to say, or found it interesting, but 
that doesn't necessitate walking out 
mid-presentation. 
Now, I understand that some profes-
sors might require students to attend the 
presentation for a set time period, but 
students should be courteous and real-
ize when it is appropriate to leave. If 
the professor says a student only has to 
stay unti I eight 0 1 clock, and the lecture 
goes until 8:30, then the student should 
stay until 8:30. There is no reason the 
student must leave at eight o'clock, bar-
ring a nuclear threat from North Korea. 
Conversely, since faculty members 
are assigning their students to attend 
presentations and be informed, the stu-
dent should be required to attend the 
full presentation, not just an hour of it. 
Additionally, professors who assign pre-
sentations should also attend them to 
reflect the importance of the presenta-
tion. Since most professors feel that the 
programs are important enough to 
assign that means they are definitely 
· important enough to attend. Chances 
are, the professors who go will learn as 
much as their stud~nts, and the students 
will be less I ikely to duck out of the 
presentation if they see their professor . 
sitting in the back row watching them. 
Attending presentations and lectures 
is a wonderful way for students, faculty 
and administrators to educate them-
selves outside of a classroom and lec-
ture hall environment. And that's why 
it's so disheartening to me to see stu-
dents leave programs early and have 
faculty not bother to show up at all.If 
faculty members can't be bothered to 
show up at an event, students get the 
message that they don't need to be 
there either. 
Accountability and courtesy are two 
qualities everyone on campus needs to 
uphold and work toward. Students 
should start holding themselves 
accountable and being courteous now 
instead of waiting. Faculty should also 
hold their students accountable and 
attend the assigned presentations. The 
only way to improve accountability and 
courtesy is to act and make a conscious 
effort. 
For the students and faculty who 
plan on attending the Chuck D and MC 
Lyte presentation tonight I hope my 
thoughts encourage you to stick around 
for the whole thing instead of interrupt-
. ing the program and making a rude 
exit. Our society expects common 
courtesy; we should all try using it once 
in awhile. 
Anonymous letters wi II not be 
published. 
The Observer reserves the right to 
edit for length, style, grammar and 
libel. Please E-mail letters to: 
observer@cwu.edu or by fax to 
963-1027. 
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Hip-hop pioneers take Central stage 
by Rhea Quintanilla 
Staff reporter 
"Holla back at ya!" The slang lyrics 
and sounds of hip-hop music are well-
known and recognized in America. It is 
fresh and innovative for a young crowd, 
but it also caters to an older audience. 
Hip-hop's mixture of rap and R&B gives 
it,a distinct sound for a variety of people 
to enjoy. One important aspect of the 
hip-hop genre is the impact it has on 
our soc·iety as a whole. This month 
Chuck D and MC Lyte will be dis-
cussing their opinion on why hip-hop is 
essential to the music world. 
Many hip-hop artists are fighting for 
their First Amendment freedom. Rapper 
Chuck D and MC Lyte are two pioneers 
who founded hip-hop in the late 1980s. 
Chuck D is the main vocalist and leader 
for the Long Island, New York, hip-hop 
group Public Enemy. 
MC Lyte is the first female rapper fre-
quently acknowledged in the hip-hop 
world. They will be speaking at Central 
Washington University for the First 
Amendment Festival on Oct. 19. 
Freedom of speech is exercised reg-
ularly in the music industry. On the flip 
side, there is a big dilemma recurring in 
the hip-hop world. According to many 
critics, hip-hop is crossing a line with 
freedom of speech rights. Sex, drugs, 
alcohol, murder, money, and other con-
troversial issues are portrayed through-
out numerous hip~hop songs. Many 
people have expressed concerns related 
to the offensive content. 
Domonique Meeks, project coordi-
nator at the CWU Diversity Education 
Center, said that Chuck D and MC Lyte 
won't be performing at the event, but 
they will speak about freedom of 
speech and cultural empowerment. 
"I encourage everyone to come out 
and learn more about hip-hop. fans 
should also know where it came from," 
said Meeks. 
"Chuck D is a great motivational 
speaker who talks about politics and 
opens eyes to behind the scenes of hip-
hop," said Perry Lomax, events coordi-
nator for the Black Student Union. 
From another standpoint, Chuck D 
inspires African-American culture in 
communities. 
11He's a great fit for the festival. 
Chuck D is revered for his intelligent, 
cutting-edge rap, but h~s fought his 
own share of censorship 'battles, from 
Wal-Mart to MTV. At the same time, 
he's been outspoken about how he's 
uncomfortable with super-violent and 
misogynistic rap, and how that's the 
opposite of what he's about and what 
he stands for," said Cynthia Mitchell; 
communication department professor 
and head of the First Amendment Festi-
val. 
Students at Central are wef<;ome to 
hear Chuck D and MC Lyte's speech 
entitled "Rap, Race, Rage & Reality" for 
free at 7 p.m. on Oct. 19 at the Student 
Union Recreation Center. 
courtesy of MC Lyte 
Chuck D (top) and MC Lyte, both pioneers of rap, will be on campus 
discussing first amendment rights related to the hip-hop industry. 
Proiects help students practice craft 
by Robbie Miller 
Staff reporter 
With about 100 student majors and 
minors and only so many main stage 
productions each quarter, the Central 
Washington University theatre depart-
ment needs a way to help students fur-
ther develop their craft. 
The department's answer to the 
problem is studio 
part of students and faculty. 
"I look ·at this whole thing as oppor-
tunity," Smith said. "Opportunity to do 
things outside the box, and that box - to 
extend the metaphor - is our season." 
This quarter there are two different 
studio projects. Smith is coordinating 
"Steamboatin'," a reader's theatre adap-
tation of Mark Twain consisting of four 
actors performing with scripts in their 
hands. 
projects. Studio proj-
ects, which are new "I think of studio 
Assistant 
professor Elise 
Forier is over-
seeing the 
readings of stu-
dent-written 
one-act plays. 
Students can 
change their 
plays as much 
as they want 
during the 
rehearsal 
to Central this quar-
ter, receive no fund-
ing and can involve 
virtually "any the-
atre-related project 
that one might 
dream up," said 
Michael Smith, the 
department's artistic 
director. · 
projects as an 
opportunity to look at 
alternative scripts, stuff 
that might not 
necessarily sell tickets/' 
-Elise Forier 
assistant professor 
Studio projects 
are basically anything that the depart-
ment decides to do outside of the main 
stage season. This broad definition 
leaves a lot of room for creativity on the 
process because the actors wi 11 have 
the scripts in their hands for the. read-
ing, Forier said. 
Smith said Reader's Theatre hasn't 
been done as long as he has been at 
Central. It's a different type of theatre 
experience, and it's only the beginning 
of what Smith hopes will come out of 
the student projects. 
"We're still in the formative stages 
and trying to work out the bugs," Smith 
said. "But we're going, and it can only 
pick up speed and momentum. It gets 
people thinki"ng about some of the proj-
ects that might not ever be done in a 
main stage season." 
The main-stage productions have to 
satisfy the needs of as many students as 
possible while grabbing enough com-
munity interest to sell tickets, Forier 
said. 
"I think of studio projects as an 
opportunity to look at alternative 
scripts, stuff that might not necessarily 
sell tickets," Forier said. 
Extra projects without extra money 
can be a challenge. The studio projects 
have no budget, and the three biggest 
issues are time, space and personnel, 
-Smith said. 
The projects need their own place to 
rehearse and the students involved 
need to dedicate time outside their reg-
ular academic schedules. It's all a bal-
ancing act, Smith said. 
"Sometimes the work can be a bit 
daunting," Smith said. "But I've kept my 
head above water, and I intend to keep 
it that way." 
Smith hopes the studio projects will 
further connect the theatre department 
with the university and the community. 
He's working with the English depart-: 
ment to set up performances of "Steam-
boatin'" in English classes and hopes to 
have performances at places like the 
seni.or center and other venues around 
town. 
"We're finding new things all the 
time," Smith said. "We're finding more 
and more things about the work that we 
do that have applications that extend 
beyond our walls." 
'
1Steamboatin 111 will premier with a 
free show at noon on Oct. 2 7 in the 
Tower Theatre. The student-written one-
acts are tentatively scheduled for 5 p.m. 
Oct. 2 7 with another show on Nov. 20. 
Students interested in attending contact 
the theatre front office at 963-1760. 
Seattle svmuhonv will perform 
in Central's concert hall tonight 
by Katie Baker 
Staff reporter 
The Seattle Symphony will once 
again broaden the musical horizons of 
Central Washington University students 
as a part of the presidential speaker 
series this year. 
In 2004 the Seattle Symphony per-
formed to a standing room only audi-
ence at CWU . This year students, facul-
ty and community members are lining 
up to purchase their tickets. 
Central's Music Living-Learning 
Community have already purchased 
their tickets for the event. 
"The Music Living Learning Com-
munity is very excited to see the Seattle 
Symphony perform here at Central. 
Usually we take students to concerts in 
Seattle, Spokane and Yakima. It is nice 
to be able to enjoy the Seattle Sympho-
ny here is Ellensburg," said Jennifer 
Estroff, residence hal I coordinator for 
the Music Living-Learning Community. 
Carolyn Kuan joined the Symphony 
as assistant conductor and will conduct 
this year;s Seattle Symphony perform-
ance at Central. 
Kuan will lead Handel's c·oncerto 
Grosso in G major, Op. 6, No. 1; 
Mozart's Divertimento in D major, K. 
131; Hovhaness' Alleluia and Fugue; 
Piston's Divertimento; and Copland's 
Appalachian Spring Suite. 
Not only is the Seattle Symphony 
performing but they are also helping 
Central music students in a master class 
coordinated by Jeffrey Snedeker, associ-
ate chair of the music department, pro-
fessor of horn, music history and gradu-
ate coordinator. 
"This is a great opportunity for Cen-
tral music students to learn and grow as 
IRISH SPEAKER COMES TO CENTRAL: 
PAlJL SWHENEY 
Come enjoy a speech by Paul Sweeney, an economic advisor to the 
Irish Congre~~ Qf Tr9-de Uniogs. Sweeney f§ .. q"Jso 9-n 11u\l;ior of sever(;l.J books 
on the Irish economy and 'business. During his speech, Sweeqey will 
explain how Ireland, historically one of the poorer of •. the Europea,n coun-
tri~s, went ~h~~ugh a sudden change gnd became one of th~;:richest 
~~rories i~ t~~ world. > . ?\ ·' . j: 
';: .. \~·· Sween~r ~i 1.l speak ·at t!'f~ Economi . v· Jtl~k c~rif¢~~nce :i 1 Fri· 
day, Oct. 20 in the Central Washington sity's SLJ.~C. 
·· ormorelnfQrmation co ctJo~n l 3~2933.n 
musicians," said Jolene Besile, senior, 
vocal performance major. 
"At 3:00pm the Central Orchestra 
will rehearse and the master class facili-
tators from the Seattle Symphony will 
be able to give feedback to the different 
sections and give experti~e and guid-
ance to the orchestra as a whole," 
Snedeker said. "During the sectionals 
for strings, woodwinds and brass the 
Seattle Symphony will also be available 
to help the students." 
The Seattle Symphony will perform 
at 7:00 pm on October 19 in the Music 
Education Building. 
Tickets for reserved seats are $45; 
General Admission is $35; Students 
with ID. $20. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
CWU Box Office or by phone at 963-
1301. 
Both 
speakers will be 
.on campu~ due to 
the 
supportapd 
organizatlgn of 
the Provost 
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by Baul Boutte 
StaJf' reporter 
"UNlrEti 93'' 
From the people who brought you ~The Story of the We~p­
ing Camel," comes "United 9S," a Campus Life and Classic F~pi 
Ser~es presentation. On SEfpt'. 11., 2001,.four planes.were .; 
hijacked. Two crashed into the World Trade Center's twin tow-
ers in New York, while the third crashed into the Pentagon. 
This film is the story of what happened on the fourth 
hijacked plane that never reached its destination. I tis a real;time 
account of what may hav~transpired. on.United fllght 93. It's'' 
believed that the hijackers planned to target the White House1 
but when the passengers learned of what was to happen, they 
selflessly and boldly thwa,rted their captgrs. 
Inste~d of reaching its designated. target, th¢ plane crashed 
in Shanksville, Pennsylvania. What happened exactly, no ~:mq 
really knows, yet this film takes poetic license to speculate what 
might have occurred. The flight was deia.xed from taking off, 
which may have. played a role in foiling the plot Some details 
are true, such as the revelation that Federation Aviation Admin-
istration and the military were vastly unprepared to deal with 
the incident. ' , 
Overall it's a very emotional, powerful story that shouldn't 
be passed up. My tip: bring some tissues. If you don't have ties 
to the east coast, this film is bound to tug on our heart strings. 
IRISH SPEAKER COMES TO CENTRAL 
ANNE BUTLER. 
Anne Butler will also be coming to speak at Central Washington Univer:-
slty. Butler is the president of Engineers lreland. She has experience in the 
technical side of engineering and is the founding director of the Irish Envi· 
ronmental Protection Agency. She has recently been awarded the TBO 
Award for Engineering, lnfor.~ation technology and Mathematics by the 
Natirnal Univers:ty of lreland1. G~lway .. .. , x 
Butler's speech "Engineeri~&-··an Irish P~rspective/' wHl be'at fo 
Friday ?ct. 20, inthe SURC building room 1.35. < . 
1 
. For more information about the speech please conta(:;iWilliam B~nder 
96Ji3543. ' •· ' 
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Laurel Ebenal!Obsever 
Getting ready to try out for Wellington is a complex process. With 
assistance from another person Wellington must put on his body, feet, 
hands and head. Then he must prance around showing off his best 
school spirit. Oniy after all of this will he be considered for the position. 
"Trial Proposal" 
provides money for 
Wildcat costume 
maintenance and 
allows for paid 
position as mascot 
by Seth Williams 
Staff reporter 
Being Wellington the Wildcat, Cen-
tral Washington University's mascot, is 
not the easiest task. The student behirid 
the mask at any given event will have to 
cartwheel, dance, charm toddlers, 
sprint, somersault and exaggerate every 
movement-all while wearing a sweaty, 
20-pound costume. 
Because of the dedication and effort 
it takes, the Associated Students of Cen-
tral Washington University Board of 
Directors (ASCWU/BOD) decided after 
a trial period lasting all of fall quarter 
that they will decide who will be 
Wellington permanently. 
"Sure Wellington is a mascot that 
jumps around and entertains crowds 
and things like that," said Jeff Rosenber-
ry, ASCWU/BOD vice president for stu-
dent life and facilities. "But he is also 
out there for school spirit and to build 
tradition here at central." 
The trial period is on a volunteer 
basis until Januarty. It is to see who is 
committed enough and spirited enough 
to be part of a paid team, Rosenberry 
said. 
"Spirit at this university has been 
What. it takes to b·ecome 
this Central Washington 
Universitv Wildcat . 
5· tttinutes with ... UaJon. UeMille 
Q: What part of being Wellington do you like the 
most? 
A: I don't know; I just love doing it. Maybe it's the fact 
that you can act like a dork and people don't know who 
you are. 
Q: Is it uncomfortable being in the suit? 
A: It's not that bad actuaflyi. The worst part is the head 
with the helmet in tt. It gets really friggin' hot in that head, 
especially at the beginning of the football season when iti~ 
sttll pretty warm out. 
Q: Have you ever injured yourself doing a stunt? 
photo by Tiffahy'Stark!Observer 
A: Nope; no injuries at alt. The biggest stunt I've ever 
landed was a flip, and that W?S only once. The helmet sort 
of r~§.~E.icts your r;novernents ... sometimes, so it's har~. ~o do 
stunts0all the time. · · 
by Seth Williams 
Staff reporter Q: What is the coolest event you have worked at? 
He commands attention, changes into costume in the 
blink of an eye and must keep his true identity top-
secret...until now. No, it's not Superman; it's Wellington 
the Wildcat Junior geography major DaJon DeMille is one 
of five men dancing behind the crimson '151" jersey, mak-
ing Wildcatfans both young and old, break into smiles. 
A: A few weeks ago wewent to a Mariners gaine. ft 
was really the first big event WelJington has gone to, and it 
was cool being down on the field. I even got to goof 
arounq with some of the players. 
Q: What advice do you have for the new Wei lington 
or anyone planning on volunteering? 
A: r guess the main thing is not to be shy inside the co~­
tume. Usually no,one knows who you are, so you can 
open up and be whoever you want 
Q: How long have you been Wellington? 
A: Since my freshman year, so, off-and-on for three 
years now. g: Do you think Central is lacking in school spirit? 
Q: How did you get the opportunity to beWellington? 
A: My RAf when I was a freshman, was a good fri~nd 
with some of the BOO guys, and when they needed volun-
teers to be Wellington I express~d interest. 
.f! I definitely do. M.iybe not-so much foott>all and 
football games, but other events or other sports have hard~ 
ly ..... fans q.t their gamest.If there are fans, mos~ ... ~f them 
are .. · e playets1 parents. Central definitely needs' to have 
more school spirit. 
lacking in the past, and it hasn't been a 
high priority with administration and 
even students," Rosenberry said. 
To solve the lack of school spirit, the 
ASCWU/BOD got approval on a 
$12,000 proposal that would help 
clean the Wellington suit and pay the 
students wearing it. 
Called the Triad Proposal, the mon-
ey will also go . towards insuring and 
upkeep of the Central vintage fire truck, 
"The General," and also the mainte-
nance of the Wildcat victory bell. 
Along with the physical and mental 
chailenges of being Wellington, the job 
now comes with increased responsibili-
ty. Wellington is slated for approximate-
ly twenty public events in the month of 
October alone. 
In the next few weeks, he will do 
everything from appearing at a "Read 
Books for Breakfast" event to rallies and 
sideline shenanigans at the Battle in 
Seattle. 
"We want Wellington to always be 
walking around and interacting with 
people at these events," said Jacquelyn 
Stabbert, junior political science major 
and ASCWU/BOD executive assistant. 
"And we want their personality to show, 
whoever is in the costume." · 
According to a handout given to the 
volunteer students, Wellington will dic-
tate his actions at events by the "five E's 
of mascotting." They are "entrance, 
exaggeration, emotion, elevation and 
energy." 
Next weekend's Battle in Seattle will 
be Wellington's biggest test of durability 
and enthusiasm; all five E's will be in 
effect. 
The fourth annual football game 
between Central and Western Washing-
ton University will keep Wellington 
very busy as he is slated to appear at a 
Wildcat pre-game rally, an event at the 
Pyramid Alehouse near Qwest Field 
and the game itself. 
"Even though it will still be on a vol-
unteer basis for Battle in Seattle there 
will be some compensation for going," 
Rosenberry said. "We will provide 
meals, transportation and two free tick-
ets for whoever goes." 
We'llington's next two events before 
Saturday's football game against West-
ern Oregon University are for KCWU-
FM and the women's soccer game this 
Friday at 2 p.m. 
For information on Wellington the 
Wildcat visit the second floor of the 
SURC in the west wing room 263 or by 
emailing ascwu@cwu.edu. 
Seattle 
, ·Symphony 
·one of the nation's premier orchestras 
performs works by Handel, Mozart, 
and Copland at CWU for one night 
only with Seattle Symphony Assistant 
Conductor Carolyn Kuan. 
Thursday, Oct. 19, 2009 
7 p.m. • Music Bui ld ing Co.ncert Hall 
Reserved seating S45 I G~mera! admission $35 I Students $20 
Tickets available at Student Union Sox Office or ca ll 509-963-1301 
www.cwu.edu/presidentlseries 
c l~' 
CE:VfKl\L W:\S.lfl NGTO;\.' l.' Nl\'LRS! 'J Y 
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World renowned pianist a kev 11aver 
by Amanda Balo 
Staff reporter 
William H. Chapman Nyaho or 
Nyaho, as he likes to be called, is a 
Ghanaian-American pianist and distin-
guished professor. 
Nyaho will be performing at Central 
Washington University Sunday, at 7 
p.m. Oc;t. 22 in room 175 in the Music 
building concert hall. 
The recital will feature music by 
composers of African, Egyptian, South 
African, African-American, Africa-
British, and Nigerian diaspora; as well 
as a Bach suite, Nyaho said. 
"I am very excited," Nyaho said 
when asked about the up coming recital 
at Central. 
Nyaho is currently a professor living 
in Seattle. On the side he is compiling 
and editing an anthology, "Piano Music 
of the African Diaspora" which will be 
published by Oxford University in 
2007. 
Nyaho began playing the piano at 
the age of five and has received many_ 
awards and honors. Nyaho has also 
traveled to Asia, Africa, Europe, North 
America and the Caribbean countries to 
share his musical talents. 
Nyaho studied at St. Peter's College, 
and at Oxford University, where he 
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts ' 
degree at the Honor School of Music. 
He studied piano at the Conservatoire 
de Musique de Geneve, Switzerland. 
He then attended the Eastman School of 
Music where he graduated with a Mas-
ter of Music degree. Finally he received 
a Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the 
University ofTexas at Austin. 
"I love to travel," Nyaho said . 
Nyaho will be getting back to Wash-
ington just in time for the Central recital 
he is performing with Garth Fagan and 
the Garth Fagan Dance Company at the 
world premier Tuesday, Oct. 17 at the 
Joyce theatre, in New York. Some of the 
songs performed at the premier will also 
be played at Central. 
"We rarely have the opportunity to 
hear those kinds of pieces," Central 
piano instructor, Barbara Pickett said. photo courtesy of Nyaho 
"It should be an interesting and unusual Well-known solo performer, Nyaho, also performs as a duo pianist. The program of music. I'm very excited." 
For more ·information email the Nyaho/Garcia Duo has a CD entitled Aaron Copland: Music for Two 
music department at music@cwu.edu. ' Pianos. He also enjoys being a guest artist in orchestras in the country. 
New channel means more options 
New Central 
station is being 
broadcast from 
early morning 
to midnight 
by Taishi Kanamaru 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University now 
offers more than just one TV channel. 
Although students might have seen 
"News Watch" or "Ellensburg Extreme," 
what makes KCWU-TV. special is its 
content which involves campus activi-
ties, almost all day, every day. 
Rick Spencer, producer and manag-
er, said the station bought a scheduling 
system from the cable company Charter 
Communication, thanks to the support 
of university president Jerilyn Mclnttyre. 
The system made it possible to go on-
air from 6 a.m. to midnight every day 
on channel 15. 
"Channel 15 used to be the NASA 
station and showed space for 24 hours -
really boring," Spencer said. "We are 
trying to create something that every-
body on campus can be part of." 
The programs shown on the channel 
involve several different departments, 
according to the handout from the sta-
tion. 
Full-Time College Student~ 
Going on to Graduate School? 
You need Student Select -
permanent individual health coverage 
at a price you can afford! 
STATE FARM 
I NS.URANC E 
® 
Scott Rollins 400 N. Pearl 
925-1483 
HEAL TH 9 RENTERS 9 AUTO 9 LIFE 
"Your World," produced from the 
office of international studies and pro-
grams, focuses on studying abroad and 
international students studying at Cen-
tral. "Business Beacon," produced by 
the college of business, is designed to 
provide some insight into the depart-
ment and also to inform viewers of eco-
nomic news. 
Producing the television programs 
starts when videographers get a call 
from Spencer regarding different 
events. If the students are available, 
they check out a video camera at the 
library and go shoot the footage. 
Michael Fessler, senior broadcast 
journalism major, is one of the videog-
raphers. He said it takes a sense of 
responsibility to work for the station 
because it is usually just one person 
responsible for covering-the event. 
"That can be a challenge itself, 
which is why usually senior students 
are the ones working <Jn the camera," 
Fessler said. "If anything goes wrong, 
you are responsible." 
Besides showing the programs and 
events on campus, the TV station ·is 
encouraging any students to submit film 
for to air, even short comedies. 
"If they have an independent movie 
that is three minutes long and they are 
proud of it, we look at it an~ probably 
put it on TV," Spencer said. 
SALON & DAY .SPA 
· The station hopes that a lot of Cen-
tral students, professors and local mem-
bers of the community will tune into 
the channel to find out what their peers 
and coworkers are doing on campus 
Spencer said. 
"It's a good bridge to bring the com-
munity into what the college is doing," 
Spencer said. 
For the program schedule, go to 
www.cwu.edu/~stud_net!index.php?g 
o=communication-and-calendars and 
click "KCWU-TV Program Schedule." 
For information including submitting 
the original movie, contact Rick 
Spencer at 963- 7 235. -
CWU Student Disco,unt • 100/o off every visit with Current CWU ID 
r D;ise-:leb;;r 
Krysti will 
HONOR ANY 
I 
I SALON COUPON I 
from theCWU I Marketing Book. I 
Nol lo be tomhinad wilh nny olher offer. Must 
~resent toupon to t$!elvt savings. L----' 
I - - -, 
I $5.00 OFF I 
I Massage or Body I 
Wrap with Linda. · I •or IO be tombinad 'filth ony 01her offer. Musi I 
prtstnl coupon lo rec&ive savings, 
L 
- - -
, 
I HALF OFF I 
Full set of auylic I nails with Lisa with I 
purchase of fill. I Hot to be combined wllh any other offer. 
MW preseut coupon to r" · 
LW¥i~9:.._ -
60 I North Main Streett Suite 1, Ellensburg 
•:~1 :.;~tlflllk Located across from Ellensburg Pasta Co. on Main Street [flC:ce 
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PORTS What you need to know about having the perfect tailgating setup 
Pg. 1s 
Rugby team crushes 
UW at home for 
another victory 
Donny's top 10 
reasons why the 
Tigers take the cake 
Pg. 15 Pg. 14 
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l Michael Bennett I Observer Central celebrates after· defeating rival Western 37-17 at last year's Battle In Seattle. This weekend's winner will take home the Cascade Cup. N 
by Ernie Vorhoff 
Staff reporter 
Saturday evening marks the fourth 
annual Wells Fargo Battle in Seattle, 
where Central Washington University 
will face arch rival Western Washington 
for the Cascade Cup at Qwest Field in 
Seattle. 
This will be the only meeting for the 
cross-state opponents in 2006. It's more 
than just a friendly rivalry, said Simon 
Iniguez, senior !Tiiddle linebacker. 
"We are trained to hate 'em," 
Iniguez said. "We tell the whole team 
that they can't wear the color blue all 
week." -
This weekend's matchup marks the 
first time that the Battle in Seattle con-
test will be the only meeting of the sea-
son between the two schools. This also 
means the Cascade Cup wi 11 be award-
ed to the winner. 
Attendance at this weekend's game 
is expected to break the 2003 mark of 
16,392, which stands as the non-NCAA 
Division II record in the state of Wash-
ington. Central is 2-1 in Battle in Seat-
tle meetings, which began in 2003 . 
Because this matchup is the only 
The uame that 
was the battle 
is now the war 
Central is 59-33-4 agairist Western, 6-4. in the Cascade Cup, 
and 2-1 in the Battle ~n Seattle. With tougher competition in 
~heir new conference, the 11th-regional ranked Wildcats have 
momentum and history on their side to wit! again. 
one between the Wildcats and Vikings 
this season, anticipation is building as 
the weeker:id approaches. 
"I get more phone calls during the 
week that we face Western each year 
than any other week from fans saying 
'Go get 'em!" said John Picha, Central's 
offensive coordinator. 
"One of the biggest parts of the 
rivalry is that kids from both schools are 
primarily from Washington," said Picha. 
"They know each other and each 
other's friends and this further promotes 
the rivalry." 
This year's game will be the 97th 
meeting between Central and Western, 
dating back to 1922. The Wildcats 
lead the series 59-33-4. 
Last season the Wildcats won in 
both meetings, winning the Battle 3 7-
17 in October and then beating West-
ern at their field 31-28 in November. 
Central comes in to the game after 
edging out Western Oregon 28-21 on 
Saturday, while Wes'tern was defeated 
42-1 Oto South Dakota. 
Kickoff is slated for 6 p.m. at Seat-
tle's Qwest Field. Tickets are available 
at the Wildcat Shop and at http://cwu-
bookstore.collegestoreonline.cim 
Reilly, Spevak lead Central over Western Oregon, 28-21 
by Mick Para 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University got a 
win and a winning record by beating 
Western Oregon University 28-21 last 
Saturday at Tomlinson Stadium. Cen-
tral increased their record to 4-3 after 
Quarterback Mike Reilly gained season 
high numbers and a dominating lead 
against the Wolves at home on Saturday 
Oct.14. 
Reilly took his game to new heights, 
completing 22 of 32 passes and ga ining 
314 total passing yards and three touch-
downs. 
"We went into the game knowing 
that we wanted to emphasize the pass-
ing game and to take advantage of any 
mismatches we could find," Reilly said. 
Reilly found that mismatch by com-
pletin.g all three of his touchdowns to 
"Johnny has 
really stepped 
up and become 
a playmaker." 
,..,Mike Reilly 
junior quarterback 
freshman wide-receiver Johnny Spevak. 
Spevak caught nine passes for 139 
yards and was ranked second in the 
North Central Conference for recep-
tions and receiving yards coming into 
this weeks game. 
"Johnny has really stepped up and 
become a playmaker," Reilly said. "He 
is a serious threat with the deep ball 
which frees up the other receivers as 
well." 
Central finished the game with 427 
total offensive yards and 23 first downs. 
While Western Oregon gained 474 total 
yards, Central's defense was able to 
hold them to only four of 13 third-down 
conversions. 
'
1We let them put up a lot of points; 
it's encouraging when you play a little 
sloppy and still come away with the 
win. It means we can be even better," 
senior wide-receiver Josh Boonstra said. 
What may have won the game for 
Central was the Wildcats' ability to 
control the time of possession and to 
complete 10 of 13 attempted third 
down conversions. 
see FOOTBALL, page 13 David Woodford I Observer 
Senior wide receiver Josh Boonstra takes a hit in Saturday's home win. 
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Central Washington's cows ready to take on this 
weekend's tailgating scene at Qwest Field 
by Nolan Teasley 
Staff reporter 
The quest for the perfect tailgate par-
ty is a journey that thousands of college 
footbal I fans look for each and every 
·Saturday. The question is; can this 
mythological venture ever be achieved? 
Will anyone ever reach the holy grail of 
football pre-funk? Well, two more 
schools will join the party this Saturday 
at Qwest Field for the Battle in Seattle, 
but only one will be crowned king of 
the parking lot, and it will be Central 
for one reason. · 
Cows. 
I understand at this point it may 
seem I was having my own little tailgate 
party while writing this article, but seri-
ously, cows. They are the crazy guys 
running around in cow costumes, per-
haps slightly intoxicated, making noise 
and bringing fan support to another lev-
el. Senior accounting major Travis 
Miller, senior accounting major 
Michael Roggenkamp, senior account-
ing and business finance major, Josh 
Wiebenga, and senior business finance 
major Travis "Worm" Nelson are the 
icons of tailgating, and one of the main 
reasons to show up a little early. 
"We'll be there at least four hours 
early this year," Miller said. "At the 
two hour mark you really have to start 
hitting the hammer." 
The connection between cows and 
Central Washington University may not 
. be immediately obvious to some, bring-
ing to light the question, why cows? 
"Why not, ya know," Miller said. 
Why not indeed, but even though 
the simplicity of Miller's answer is all 
you really need, there is an actual 
explanation that makes this Halloween 
like tradition much more necessary. 
There is a constant stereotype floating 
around the Western Washington Uni-
versity campus that all Ellensburg is, is 
in fact a "cow-town". What better way 
to ridicule their stereotype of our great 
town and University but to embrace it, 
and at the same time celebrate the fact 
that we can laugh at such a typecast. 
Nonchalantly we can point out that if 
they were to enjoy our stereotype of 
them that nobody would find the 
humor, but instead just ask where to get 
such a great pair of Birkenstocks on 
such short notice. 
Last year was the first time the cows 
were in attendance at the annual game 
in Qwest Field, but they have been 
together for a couple years. 
"The first time the whole herd came 
out was three years ago in Ellensburg at 
the Central vs Western game," 
"At the two 
hour mark you 
really have to 
start hitting the 
hammer." 
,_,Travis Miller 
senior, accounting 
Roggenkamp explained. 
Every since that day every time these 
guys get together it becomes a momen-
tous occasion, highlighted by last years 
overnight adventure in the Qwest Field 
parking lot, which included partying 
during the day, and then sleeping in a 
U-haul at night. This year the plan is 
the same, but these guys would like 
everyone to be forewarned of their 
intensity as they approach tai !gating 
like their own personal competition 
even before the game starts. 
"We prepared every year for the Bat-
tle in Seattle, because when we put the 
suits on we have a completely different 
mindset and mentality," Wiebenga said. 
"We treat it like the football players do 
when they put on their jersey, once the 
costumes go one it's game time." 
What have we covered thus far? 
Well, in order to have the perfect tail-
gate party you have to be there early, be 
committed to the task at hand, but most 
importantly find the ~ows. How do 
you do that you might ask? 
"Just follow the herd," Nelson said. 
Follow the herd we must and party 
until the cows come home we will, lit-
erally. It will be Wildcats one, Vikings 
nothing at the start of the game just for 
the record. 
FOOTBALL: Central ranked 11 in 
re.gional poll after weekend win 
continued from page 7 2 
With Spevak drawing attention in 
the deep field, other receivers such as 
Boonstra and junior Chris Rohrbach 
were freed up for the short pass which 
was Reilly's bread and butter play on 
third down. 
"The short pass is what helped us to 
win the game, you can bet we will use 
it more often in our future games," Reil-
ly said. 
Central faces off against in-state rival 
Western Washington University at the 
"Battle in Seattle" on Saturday and the 
players couldn't be more ready. 
"This is definitely a more exciting 
week but I think we are the better team, 
if we execute we will definitely come 
away with the win," Reilly said. 
"We are going to throw both teams 
records out the window, they are going 
to come with a lot of intensity and so 
are we," Boonstra said. · 
The grudge match is at six o'clock 
this Saturday at Qwest field. Both teams 
are expecting a big turnout of fans to 
support their school. 
"We want to be the best team in the 
state and expect a big crowd to cheer us 
on to it this Saturday/' Reilly said. 
RIVALRY AT AG 
GLANCE 
CWU is 59-SS-4 
All~tirue against 
wwu 
CWU is 6-4 since 
the Cascad.e Cup 
b~s1 :heen up 
grabs 
Uis 2-lin 
the Battle In 
Seattle 
Photo courtesy of Travis Miller 
Left to Right: Seniors Travis Miller, Mike Roggenkamp, Josh Wiebenga and Travis Nelson pose in front of the 
U-Haul they took to last years Battle in Seattle. All four plan to don the cow suits for this year's game. 
Guidelines to a great tailgating pa y 
If you want to be the lifepf the ta!lgating party, you better come prepared. 
Here is a list of items that are always .a must for yqu and y-0ur friends. This 
could bE; the difference between a great g,r lousy party .. 
SOPPLIES 
These aJIJust a few items 
suitable. They are in no partic-
ular order, -,choose wisely as 
space is a concern with ' 
tailgating. 
Barbeque 
B~rbeque utensils 
,Paper plate& 
Paper towels 
Plastic utensils 
Plastic cups 
Garbage bags 
Lawn chairs 
'FOOD 
Obviously diffotentpeo~le 
have different tastes~ ?ut here . 
are s<>me of the. traditfonaf 
tailgating foods thatate.a 
must 
Hamburgers 
Hotdogs 
Bratwurst 
Potato salad 
Barbeque be~ns 
Chips 
Pretzels 
Chip and Veggie dips 
DRINKS 
These'1'.are several items 
can enhance your pregame 
e~J?~rience. I thinlfit.goes 
withbut saying, that you must 
be.2.1 to have alcoholic drinks. 
Soda pop 
Hot Cocoa 
Hot Apple Cider 
Energy drinks 
Orange Juice 
Gatorade 
Beer 
Liquor 
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~ Take Control NOW! ~ 
* Stop Smoking *Weight Control * Imp.rove Study Habits & Reduce Test Anxiety 
Is some area of your life out of control? 
Are you ready to take control? 
Are you ready now? 
Attend our Group Session Forums 
designed to both educate and facilitate 
change. Committed to your suc~ss, 
our methods match your commitment 
and take you to your goal! 
Come in, meet new people, or bring a 
friend who has tile same goal as you. 
Visit our Website 
for detailed information on our programs 
Location: Clarion Hotel. Yakima 
1507 N. First Street, near I-82 e.xit 31 
One Day Only! Sat Oct 21 
*Stop Smoking 9:00am·U:30am 
*study/Test 1:00pm*3:30pm 
*Weight Control 5:00pm-7:30pm 
*** $60 At The Door*** 
Or1 get !ULgff by pre·registering 
on-line or by phone! 
(Or, save $5 at the door with this coupon!) 
sessions Begin ON TIME 
Be at least 30 min Early! 
We Look Forward to 
Celebrating Your Success! 
See you Saturday! 
- Salty T Carr, CHt 
NLP Master Hypnotist 
Changed by Touch tlealil)!I Arts, I11c. 
~s,. 2nd$tSulm715, Ya.klma 
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Women's soccer seeks some consistency 
by Tyler Lobe 
Staff reporter 
If the Central Washington University 
women's soccer team competed in the 
National Athletic Intercollegiate Associ-
ation (NAIA), they would be sitting 
'pretty' with an undefeated record and a 
possible playoff berth within reach. 
The Wildcats, however, compete in 
NCAA Division II soccer and haven't 
had the same amount of success with 
Dther Division II programs this season. 
In fact, Central is still winless against 
opponents that compete at the same 
level; a 0-7-3 mark that has the team 
scratching their heads in disbelief. 
During that streak, they have been 
outscored 18-3 in 10 matches. 
"We are a little inconsistent," head 
coach Michael Farrand said. "And that 
inconsistency comes back to betray us 
sometimes." 
All five of Central Washington's vic-
tories have come at the expense of 
NAIA opponents; Evergreen State Col-
lege, Northwest University, Albertson 
College of Idaho, Eastern Oregon Uni-
versity and most recently, Simon Fraser 
University. 
The SFU Clan, based out of Burnaby, 
B.C., have taken home the NAIA title 
twice in the last 10 years. Conversely, 
they have had an unch.aracteristically 
down season in 2006 thus far. Last Fri-
day, the NAIA-powerhouse came into 
Ellensburg looking to break their own 
abbreviated losing streak but left with 
another loss, much to the relief of a 
CWU team which hadn't won a game 
since a 4-2 triumph over Eastern Ore-
gon 34 days earlier (Sept. 9). Led by 
sophomores Chelsea Lovin and Katie 
Drollinger, the Wildcats handed the 
Clan their fourth straight defeat, 2-0. 
Lovin got the scoring started for the · 
Wildcats in the 50th minute when she 
dribbled down the left side of the field 
and fired a shot that slipped past the 
diving SFU goalkeeper Cassie New- _ 
brook, for her second goal of the season 
and of her collegiate career. 
"I've always been told because I 
have good speed to j,ust take it, take it, 
so I finally did and I shot it," Lovin said. 
"As soon as I shot it, it felt like it was a 
good shot, but then I thought it was 
going wide, but (the shot) went in and I 
was like 'yes!' and everyone gave me a 
big hug." 
Drollinger added the insurance goal 
in the 73rd minute when senior team-
mate Arica Slawson made a nice touch 
pass in front of the net, enabling 
Drollinger to find the back of the net for 
her second score this season. The sec-
ond half saw 13 Wildcat shot attempts . 
as they outshot the Clan 16-8 ,in the 
match and freshman Amber Easterbrook 
notched her third shutout of the season, 
making only one save. 
The final 45 minutes seem to be the 
Wildcats' strongest period and they 
continued that on Friday as they have 
now scored 13 of their 17 goals this 
season in the second period. 104 of 
their 184 shot attempts have also come 
after the halftime break. 
After Friday's match, the Central 
traveled to Western Oregon University 
for a Sunday afternoon match-up in 
their final away game of the 2006 cam-
paign. The Wolves took advantage of 
Wildcat mistakes on the defensive end 
as WOU claimed a 2-0 victory in rainy 
Monmouth, Ore. CWU was shut out 
for the seventh time this season and 
remains winless in Great Northwest 
Alaina Stenberg I Observer 
Freshman goalkeeper Amber Easterbrook eyes the ball during last week's 
2-0 win over Simon Fraser. Easterbrook ~as been a part of five shutouts. 
Athletic Conference play with a 0-5-2 
record. 
After winning their first three away 
games, the Wildcats have gone 0-5-2 in 
their final seven matches away from 
Ellensburg, and have been outscored 
13-4 during that span. 
With three games left on the team's 
schedule, all of which are on home turf, 
the Wildcats look to find their first con-
ference win of 2006. 
"We had a good team meeting on 
the way back (from Western Oregon)," 
Farrand said. "We talked about the 
goals that are important to us and we 
really want to focus on playing for each 
other and being positive for each other. 
These next three games are ones th.at 
see SOCCER, page 15 
Wildcat rugbv easilv defeats Universitv ot Washington 
Huskies at home, gears up tor Oregon State this weekend 
by Patrick Lewis 
Copy Chief 
the inexperienced UW team to a 61-12 
victory. 
"We worke·d hard throughout prac-
After a quick kick through traffic, tice," Nelson, sophomore wing said. 
· Mike Nelson snatched the ball between "We've got great leadership and experi-
two defenders and sprinted past the tri- ence on the squad." 
line making the University of Washing- While smaller at the attacking posi-
ton's day that much tougher. , tions than the Huskies, the Wildcats 
That second-half score was one of made up the difference with speed and 
Nelson's two, as the Central Washing- athleticism. Senior fullback Jason Foster 
ton University rugby squad outplayed scored the first tri less than five minutes 
into the match. Fifteen minutes later, the 
score was 17-0. 
Husky miscues allowed Central to 
scoop up some missed passes and 
dropped balls, leading to quick scores. 
"We're dialed in," Joe Schmid, jun-
ior hooker said. "We stepped it·up out 
there." 
Riley HansonSmith, UW 8-man, 
helped get his team on the board with 
their first score 25 minutes into the first 
Patrick Lewis I Observer 
Freshman flyhalf Aaron Lee gears up for a hit from a multitude of Huskies in Saturday's match at Tomlinson 
pitch. Central is currently 4-1, playing only NCAA Division I schools up to this point in the season. 
half. 
A strong tri-line stand by Central 
kept the Huskies with only Hanson-
Smith's points to show for the first half. 
UW came out strong in the second 
half, but was quickly silenced by Nel-
son's tri. Foster sent a Husky"to the 
ground with a vicious stiff-arm on the 
way for one of his three tries. 
That stiff-arm ignited a quick three 
tri scoring streak for Central, who sur-
rendered only one more score in the 
game. 
"We've got a great mix of senior 
leadership and athletic up-and-com-
ers," head Coach Bob Ford said. "We 
just played excellent open field rugby." 
Illustrating that combination, Foster 
had a hat-trick, with 15 points. Fresh-
man fly-half Aaron Lee had four conver-
sions and a penalty kick, totaling 11 
points. 
"We had good support and commu-
nication, we weren't dropping the ball," 
Lee said. 
Hanson Smith scored both of UW's 
tris, forcing in the second at the whistle 
to end the match. 
"We're going to build off our posi-
tive scrum play," the senior said. "We 
looked pretty good for only having two 
weeks of practice, and we have some 
athletic new guys." 
The Wildcats improve to 4-1 in the 
fall season, with their only loss coming 
to eleventh ranked Wyoming. The 
Huskies fall to 0-1. 
Both Central and UW play in the 
Pacific Northwest Rugby Union, Colle-
giate Division I. 
Central takes on Oregon State next 
week. The Wildcats beat the Beavers 
last week at the Snake Bite Classic in 
Idaho 21-10. 
"We're the only D::-2 team playing 
Pac-10 schools," Ford said. "And we're 
playing them really well." 
SOCCER: Team finishes the 2006 
season with three home games 
continued from page 3 
we are more than capable of playing 
well in." 
Northwest Nazarene will be their 
next challenge as they will face off on 
Saturday in an 11 a.m. start. The NNU 
Crusaders will come into Ellen!sburg 
with an 8-8-0 overall record (2-5-0 in 
conference play) riding a two-game los-
ing streak. "We have a lot to prove 
against NNU this time around," Farrand 
said. 
NNU leads the league in saves 
made per game (6.50/game) as Crusad-
er netrninder Amanda Merrell has made 
. 103 stops and has posted three 
shutouts. The Wildcat defense will 
have their hands full as Katy McNutt 
leads the conference wHh ten goals 
scored and 24 total points while team-
mate Carlee Stinton has seven scores. 
After Saturday's match, Central will 
host Seattle Pacific on Wednesday and 
will close out the 2006 season on the 
28th against Western Washington. 
Alaina Stenberg I Observer 
Junior midfielder, Michelle Beattie streaks by the ball during warmups. 
Casey Donovan 
Asst. §forts 
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ous beast thatwe have come to know. 
4. They play'in the''.A.rnerican L~ague, rrl~~hing tftat:th~ lay oi~ of hest 
5. They are from Detroit. You come to think about it, you gotthe Red Wings, Pistons, and S 
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Vollevball splits in weekend road matches 
Nate Young 
Staff reporter 
The No. 21 ranked Central Washing-
ton University Wildcats volleyball were 
unable to upset the No. 15 ranked Seat-
tle Pacific University Falcons Thursday 
night in Seattle. 
The Wildcats lost a close match 
despite a great defensive play by Erika 
Stevens, junior outside hitter (OH) who 
tied a single-match school record of 34 
digs. 
Seattle Pacific closed out the match 
and their two game season sweep of the 
Wildcats 30-26, 30-25, 23-30, 30-24. 
The Wildcats are ranked eighth in 
this week's NCAA Division II Pacific 
Regional poll, despite losing four of 
their last five matches. 
The Wildcats moved up one spot 
from the previous week's poll, but must 
be in the top eight by the season's end 
to qualify for the regional tournament 
for the third consecutive year. 
The Wildcats were led offensively by 
Stephanie Powell junior OH with 17 
kills and Kristin Pasley senior OH with 
15 kills. 
Central was still no match for the 
dominating Falcons team who saw five 
starters reach double digit kills en route 
to their victory. 
From there the Wildcats traveled to 
NEED FEMALE (NON-
SMOKER) to take over my 
half of the lease. & live with 
current roommate. Univ. Place 
Apts. Rent $625/mo. Lease ends 
July 31st, 2007. Please call 509-
312-0829 
2 YEAR OLD FEMALE 
VEILED CHAMELEON plus 
40 gallon tank $50. 1967 fj-40 
Land Cruiser. runs good, new 
starter, new clutch. $3500 obo. 
Kurt: 962-3637 or cell 607-
1621 
"We have come 
to the point 
where everyone 
works really 
hard." 
""'.Darcy Scheidt 
assistant coach 
Lacey to sweep Saint Martin's 30-24, 
30-19, 30-28 on Saturday night. The 
Wildcats improved to 16-5 overall, and 
7-4 in the Great Northwest Athletic 
Conference (GNAC). 
Again the Wildcats were led offen-
sively by Pasley who had 13 kills and a 
.571 attack efficiency. Central's offense 
overpowered Saint Martin's; who fell to 
1-14 overall and 1-10 in the GNAC. 
Central tallied up 56 kills and .300 
attack efficiency as a team. · 
Becky Scherer redshirt freshman OH 
made her collegiate debut as all 15 
Wildcat players, in uniform, received 
playing time. 
"We have come to the point where 
CLEANING. I'm looking for stu-
dent to clean my house on Thurs-
days. Dusting, mopping, vacuum-
ing. · $1 O/hour. Must be reliable 
and have vehicle. EMMA: CALL 
AGAIN - I LOST YOUR NUM-
BER! Call 925-4205 and leave 
message. 
2 BEDROOM APT. $675. One 
block from campus. Spacious 
townhouse style. Lease thru 
August. 509-962-9291 
everyone works really hard. The starting 
uni_t are selected, but the other girls 
work just as hard in practice. We want 
to give them a ch.ance to shine as well. 
We have to ease the young players in to 
the court, because eventually they are 
going to be the starters, they are going 
to have to carry the team. They need 
that competitve experience," said grad-
uate assistant Coach Darcy Scheidt. 
Wildcat back-ups jumped to a large 
lead in the third game before a Saint 
Martin's rally closed th~ gap. 
The Wildcats wrap up their three 
game road trip this Thursday in Mon-
mouth, Oregon as they take on Western 
Oregon University. · 
"We have worked really hard on 
competing, giving it all we've got. we 
have brushed up on the errors we have 
been making the past few games, trying 
to correct them," said senior setter Lind-
say Dollente, team captain. "We also 
worked on increasing our offensive effi-
ciency." 
Central will return to Nicholson 
Oct. 26 to face the University of Alaska, 
Anchorage followed by a meeting with 
the University of Alas.ka, Fairbanks on 
Saturday, Oct. 28 to wrap up their home 
schedule. 
Both matches are set to begin at 7 
p.m. The match on Oct. 28 will be sen-
ior night for ·Wildcat women. 
has one orange leg and one black 
one. 3 months old. Lost on Bender 
Road, 10/15. 509-929-0889 
WIN A PIRATES OF THE 
CARIBBEAN 2 DVD! Answer 
the trivia questions about my 
fantasy/adventure story "The 
Lundari Witch and be entered 
into a raffle drawing to with 
the DVD. For details go to 
http://www.angelfire.com/realm2/k 
rentz/pirates.html 
David Woodford I Observer 
Sophomore outside hitter Lauren Vercammen prepares to set during 
practice earlier this week. The Wildcats play at Western Or~gon tonight. 
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U.S. Cellular gets me ... 
so I can get through 
Jaw school .. 
Alex 
Illinois 
Samsung a850 
• FREE CALL ME MinuteS 5111 
• FREE Incoming Text Messages 
• Unlimited Night and Weekend 
Minutes (starting at 1 p.m.) 
• iDatebook (Life, organized) 
•Fox Sports Mobile Pro 
(Your sports lifeline!) 
Pregnant? 
You have options. 
1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273 
Free Test. Caring. Confidential. 
CARE 
Located in Downtown Ellensburg at 111 East lh 
Take our best network challenge, 
test our products, experience our 
customer service and make sure 
they are right for you. 
. U.S. Cellular 
We connect with you: 
getusc.com 1·888-buy-uscc 
Rodeo wins· 
lirstolace 
in tarlo 
by Brooke Saul 
Staffreporter · 
A.fter·a. slow start to fastsea-
. son forthe Central Washington 
University Rodeo Club, the 
team, got back on track and fin-
ished third in the region and just 
200 points from qualifying for 
nationals. 
Seven women from the Cen-
tral's rodeo team competed in 
the first college rodeo this year 
in Ontario, Oregon put on by 
Treasure Valley Community CoI-
·Jege and Central's women1s 
team took home first place. 
Seniors Kayde Jo Oa\enprnt, 
Cheryl Brown, Sadee Shelton, 
Sarah Jones, Anna Carr and jun-
. iorsrJadyn Ferguson and Jamey 
Pet~rs allto()k part in the rodeo; • 
however, Davenporf s, Fergu-
son's, Brown's and Shelton's 
points were the only ones that 
counted for Central. 
They were pickea to tak~ 
parttln the rodeo becauseithey 
are going for most points, yyHich 
will +hopetully be enou 
help. tneJl't get to Nationa 
Jone per, Wyo. 
gort an elem 
educa major, competed m 
barrel racing, breakaway roping; 
goattying and team roping with 
Shelten .. She placed fourth i11 
qarr · Ing on Saturd!l 
b <;>n Frid~y, 
r1team roping. 
"I broke my wrist in June 
I did not know how strong I was 
goingto be/ Davenport said. 
Shelton, a business adminis~ 
trati jQr wrth mar 
sp ionr believe 
Ce odeo Club is th 
to go outfor because the p 
of women is fierce and goeS>far. 
Shelton took part in the break· 
away roping, team ro,ping_,. ,and 
th~. barretracing. 
Brown, a graphic . desjgn 
majOrt participated in the bam~I 
oat typing and b 
. She place(J 
hin·ave 
fifth in barrel 
just got starte 
n and we are starting~o 
come together as a team,'' ~etets 
said: "tt is a great way tosta(t 
the son.)/ 
a business m9j 
tlci~~te.d, in the barrel 
btea~~~~yroping and tea~ .. r~p-
er •.. ~ · · ·· ''·· 
fterguson, a transfer stl;ldent 
from \l\/aUa Wal la Commgnity 
Collegetplaced fifth in o[l).rrel 
raciog, second in goat tying and 
second overall. 
